AMENDMENT TO APPENDICES I AND II OF TIlE CONVENTION
ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN ENDANGERED SPECIES OF WILD FAUNA AND FLORA
(CITES)

A.

~QPOSAL

M~intenan~e of thi~ Indonesian populaLion of Croccidylus porosus in Appendix

II, with incre~.si~d annu~1 quotas of skin exports to 5,000 for 1990 and
6,000 for 1991.

B.

PROPQ~ENT

The Republic of 1~doriesia

C.

SUPPORTj~jG STATE?~EJ~T
1.

1.1

Class

Reptilia

1.2

Order

Crocodylia

1.3

Fauiily

Crocodylidae

1,4

Species

1.5

Cotnnon names

:

Crocodylus porosus

English

Schneider, 1807
e8tuarine crocodile
saltwater crocodile

French

crocodile narin

Spanish

crocodilo poroso

Indonesian

buaya muara
buaya laut

N

2.

~jologj~ Data

2.1

DjstributiQfl
distributed

and

Habitat:

throughout

In

Indonesia

coastal

lowlands

estnaries and large freshwater rivers,

Crocodylus pozosus

is

of

in

the

archipelago

and also occurs in large

bodies of freshu~jt.er and assoc~aLed swamps, sometimes f&r inland from
saline h.~.bitats (Cox, 1988; Frazier, 1989), Indeed, primary breeding
habitat, for the speci~ appears to be swamps associated with large
freshwater

lakes

&t~d

rivers

(Co.,

1988),

where the species

is

sympatri.~ with C. novaeguine~, the New Guinea freshwater crocodile.
Saltwater crocodiles are occasionally seen ~n the vicinity of coral
reefs near Irian Jaya, Sumatera and Kalimantan. In Irian Jaya, a
planametric measurement estimates that. swamp habitats cover some
6,250,000 hectares (TPB, ]9~6). Only about 10 percent is thought to
be perenn’ia,Hy suitable for crocodiles; nonetheless, the extensive
and intact character of most saltwater crocodile habitat in Irian
Jaya cre~t.es much opportunity to conserve the species.

2.2

Pppulation Status

The dispersed distr~bution of crocodiles throughout the country and
the limitations of survey methods in tropical swamps (especially
those in triaii Jaya), make ft exceedingly difficult to arrive at an
accurate estimate of’ population abundance. However, in Irian Jaya,
w1,s~r~

t1it~

laz~e~i. ~t,ot;k~ ~ a r~glrne of repealed ni~1it, counts

in representative habitat samples
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2~

is yielding baseline data to

monitor population trends.
recent

moderate/heavy

Indications to date are that due to

and

indiscriminate

hunting,

C.

porosus

popu!a~.inns have doclined significantly when compared to recovered
populations i~ similar habitats of Australia, and to a lesser extent,
Papua New Gthnea (Frazier,1989). Even so, considerable stocks appear
to

remain,

especially

in

the

stronghold areas

of Bintuni

Bay,

Etna/4rguni Bays and Kimaam TsI~and.

E~timat~cn and

interpretation of

the crocodile skin harvest

in

Indonesia (and particularly in Irian Jaya) is complicated by (at
least

until

recently) continued, large

illegal exports

of C.

no~’aeguine~e and C. porc~sus, the great majority of which appear
destined for regional

state(s).

For the period 1982—1987 this

illegul trade is estimated to range from 11,000 to 29,000 skins per
annum (TRAFFIC—Japan unpubi data; Frazier 1989). Of these totals,
some 25 percent (or about 3,000 —7,500 skins per annum) are estimated
to he conprised by C, porosus.

Since 1988 fewer undocumented skins

from Indont~sia are apparently going beyond immediate destinationa~
due in part to initatior~ of controlled purchasing of wild harvested
sk)flB

within Trian Jaya, but possibly also attributable to greater

nuinber~ of skins being pro:essed
outside indonesia.
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and

marketed

in

transit

points

Table 3.1 details legal exports of crocodile skins froro Indonesia
since 198?
skkn~,

These figures Include ranched as well as wild—harvested

for which respective proportions will be further clarified

for the Seventh Meeting of the Parties,

Table 3.1

Indonesian Crocodile Skin Exports frorn January 1987 through July 1989

Number

of

Skins

Year

C, porosus

1987

1,389

1,131

2,520

1988

3,104

8,603

11,707

1989

C. novaeguineae

648w

2,411**

*

of which 349 (53.8%) were wild harvested

*~

of which 2,405 (99.8%) were wild harvested

4.

Total

3,059

Minagement ~ms and Policy

Crocodile

resource

management

in

Indonesia centers around

the

development of a country—wide farming and rearing industry. This
policy Is being complemented in Irian Jaya with a controlled wild
harvest in order to displace industry threatening illegal trade,
stabilize wild

populations

and better meet the daily needs

communities In crocodile producing areas.

of

The Management Authority (PHPA) is being broadly assisted by the Food
and Agriculture Organiz&.ion of the United Nations (FAO) to develop
the crocodile resource on a sustainable basis. This cooperative
project encompa~scs the comprehensive objectives of establishing
through tech
from

the

cal expertise a crocodile ranching and farming industry

levels

of

village

holding

pens

to

commercial

farms;

monitoring wild populations of crocodiles; regulating the skin trade
to insure sustainable utilization; establishing a system of protected
areas

Lor

crocodiles;

promoting

rural

development

In

crocodile

producing areas vl~ the establishment and pilot management of village
cooperatives; assisting the development or processing and marketing
of industry products; and, mogt important, training and deployment
of a teat of Indonesian counterparts in the above mentioned skills.

The three year FAO-PHPA project. runs until October 1989, but the need
for ~1. )ea~t a two-year extension is widely recognized, and recently
was approved in principle by the cooperating parties.

4.1

flle.~ali’rade Control

To arrest the probable decline of wild crocodile stocks in trian Jays
a trial scheme was instituted in July 1988 to steer the crocodile
skin trade towards a sustainable basis from largely Indiscriminate
practices.

Purchasing

is

being

conducted by

a parastatal

and

establisher.1 crocodile rearing enterprises~ with three of the latter
licensed

as

exporter~.

Skins
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2.9

are

authorized

for

purchaae

throughout the province on a 10

—

18 Inch (25

—

46 cm) bellywidth

basis. This strategy was endorsed by the IUCN Crocodile Specialist
Group in a resolution passed at the Ninth Meeting of the Group in
Lae, Papua New Guinea on 23 October 1989,

Provision for initial

tolerances of size limits (in order to clear stocks and accommodate
hunter inaccuracy) and inclusion of purchase quotas have since been
added by the Government of Indonesia. To date the scheme has met with
limited but. increasing success. it is the intention of the Proponent
to extend controil~~d purchasing in Iriar~ Jays. for an additional two
years.

The scheme will be bolstered by enhanced enforcement efforts

and an expanded and inten~ifi@d village extension program.

The main obs~actc to development of a sustainable crocodile Industry
in Indonesia is clea~1y the continuing illegal trade In crocodile
skifls,

which is destabilizing supplies of young for rearing and

breeding ventures, depleting local crocodile populations, denying
the

country

full

export

value

for

its

resource

and,

indeed,

undermining the long term viability of the crocodile industry.

lndonesia’~ t~isk of sustainably managing its crocodile resource would

be made infinitely easier if access to uncooperative markets was
denied. Towards this important end, and In the spirit of Resolution
Conf.

5.21,

Indonesia will

henceforth

authorize crocodile

skin

exports only to CITES Pnrtio8 and only to those parties not holding
rest~rvat ions on C. nevaeguinei~e and C. porosus.
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4.2

Ranching snd ~reedjngEnt~rprjges

Development of rearing and farming of crocodiles in Indone~ie Is
proceeding along the lines of a people’s enterpri8e system (Pola
PIR),

the structure of which is derived from forest plantation

management in Java (IPB,

1986).

Commercial rearing and breeding

centers are known as ‘nuclei’, which have sole rights of export.
Nuclei are supplied with crocodiles from sub-unite termed ‘plasmas’,

which are also expected to rear and breed crocodiles. The third and
most basic level of Pola PIR is a network of ‘collectors’ to catch
young crocodiles for forwarding to plasmas and nuclei.

Plasmas are

intended to ~uppiy collectors with tools such as torches, batteries,
outboard motors and pen construction equipment, in addition to acting
as a principle force behind establishment of village cooperatives.

There ar~ currently 24 licensed crocodile enterprises in Indonesia,
most of which are located in trian Jaya, with a government demonstra
tion farm in Sorong which emphasizes husbandry research. Table 4.2.1
detnils rearing and breeding stocks of crocodiles as of July 1989.
It is expected thai. by the ~nd of 1990 some 2,000 C. poz’osu~ which
are

in excess of breeding stock requirements will have reached

cullable
the year

~,

1991.

This figure will increase to approximately 3,000 for
Taken

together with estimated yields from the

controlled wild har.e~l.! in lri~ii Jaya, this clearly shows the need
for an increase in annual quotas of C. porosua skins to 5,000 for
1990 and 6,000 for 199L
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T~b1e 4,2.1
Na.

CrocodIle Raarin~ &rid Breeding Stock as of July 1989
DOMPANY

~0CATI0N
C, ~oro~u~

1.
2.

CV Bintang Sakti

Medc.n, Bunters
Sarong, Irian Jaya
North Suaatèra

3.

CV Porkeae Japt Karunia

Pulau Bulan, Bates

6508

4,

CV Stock Borau~a Cc. Lid.

Palasbeng, Susatera

511

5.

Yayasan Tesen Buaya

Jakarta, Weat Java

524

6.

CV Poobangunan Jeya

Wot Kalisantan

111

7.

PT ~ekour Aba4i Porni

East Kalloenta.n

746

6,

Pt HarapJ’i Kaltia Utaae

East K8ljoanten

1,8408

9.

CV Suober Daye Ales

8outh Ka1i~antan

231

10.

PT Alas Wektu Utasa

South Kalj~anta~

11.

PA Moden Baru

8orong, Irian Jaya

450*

12.

PT Reptilindo Eke Praten

Debra1 Irian Jaye

374

3,1408

13.

PT Bintang Mu

Jeyapura, Irian Jaya

880

5,350

14.

CV Nik.sat

Merauke, irien Jayc

550*

4508

15.

CV Kalti8 Indeb hya

Mereuke, IrIe.n Jaya

unavailable

unavailable

15.

CV Bidhe

Nebire, Irtan Jaya

4008

6008

17.

CV Jaye Abedi

Merauk8, Irian Jaya

3008

2008

18.

CV Trtnage Kreui

t4erauko, Irtan Jaya

250*

2508

19.

CV 8ikowey Jaya

Doyo, trian .~eye

1508

6008

20~ CV 6lnar Asahen Eaye

Jayepure, ~rien Jaye

1508

300*

21.

CV D~i Tungpl

Serut, Irlan Jeye

500*

4008

22.

PT Senteni V~l1oy

Jayepura, Irien Jays

100*

3008

23.

Cv Reslio

Biek, Irtan Jays

608

40*

24.

P1(PA/Foru~try ~upt. Project

Sorong, Irlen .~aya

451

Id?

25.

CV Suobor Karys

Ujung Pandeng, 8ulaw8~t

800*

3008
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PT Alaa Nurni Bahana

epproxtoato Count

Total

1,170
2,281
384

8 7 0 C K
C. novaeguineu

12
1,375
18

4

unnubatantiated

13,803

Toaiatooa ochiogeiji

unaubotanttetad
1508

14,260
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To realize added value from skin exports, processing technology is
being sought from manufacturing countries. Beginning in 1990 the
Management Agency will stipulate that all crocodile skins for export
be at least partially tanned (i.e. wet blue or crust).

Potential For in-country use and export of crocodile by—products also
exists, eapecIa)l~ for meat and organs. Identification of markets
and regulatory options for this trade are being investighted.

Associations of skin crocodile producers at the national and
provincial (Irlan Jaya) levels are being formed to seek mutually
beneficial working relationships between crocodile enterprises,
liaise with government in advancing sustainable development of the
crocodile resource)

and to promote negotiating strength with

internat iota] markets.

4.3

Restockint

To counter possible detrimental effects on wild crocodile populations
of live harvests to supply rearing and farming ventures, all
crocodile enterprises are obliged to set aside 10 per cent of stock
culls for release to the wild.

This percentage is currently under

review as it appears to overly burden crocodile rearing and farming
ventures, and will likely be reduced with the additional requirement
that a portion of reared stock be selected and maintained for captive
breeding1

In addition, restocking has been temporarily suspended

33

as s~ure reie~sc areas have vet to he identified~ Plans are befr.g
dave) cried t’ require •~rocodiie enterprises to establish quasi—natural
area.~ tc rehar~tuate Btork before eventual release into the wild.

Efforts ore alsc. underway to identify depleted areas with the best
potentiai

~‘or restocking and to establish field monitoring posts,

which will also servo a~ ba~e~ for extension patrols.

4,4

.E~~ted Areas ~taL’lishment

To ensure

that genetic

reservoirs of crocodile populations are

ina1nt~ined in perpetuity, a system of protected areas representing
the variety of’ hshitats available to crocodiles is being established.
There already exist four protected areas in Irian 3aya whIch harbour
important crocodile populations:

1) !~1aiuheramo—Foja National Park

(1466 million ha>, offers refuge primarily to C. nova.egutneae but

a significant population of

C. porosus in the Idenburg River and

Mamberamo River delta is included; 2) Rouffaer Strict Nature Reserve
(531,000 ha)

is also primarily

for

freshwater crocodiles,

but

includes some some saltwater crocodiles in the middle-lower reaches
of the Rouffaer River and associated lakes; 3) Blntuni Bay Nature
Reserve

(261,000

production

forest~

ha),
way

most

of

which

has

been

still potentially protect

reclassified

c.

porcsus

as
in

appreciable number~~; and 4) Kimaam Island Wildlife Reserve (720,000
ha),

created primarily to protect

pepulat ions.

saltwater crocodile and wader

The current FAO-PHPA project will assist with preparation of
sanagesent plans for these protected areas during the 1990-1991
extension phase.

Additional areas meriting protection status say well be identif led
Lu the course of project field activities.

5.

C. ooroius Action Plan

Increasing concern regarding the status of saltwater crocodiles in
Indonesia behooves the FAO-PIIPA project to place sore emphasis on
investigation and management of this species.

A C. porosus Action

Plan has been formulated and will be implemented with the following
priorit3 activities:

1)

More extensive and repeat surveys of saltwater crocodile
strongholds in klan Soya including an estimate of population
abundance, will be developed by the end of 1991.

2)

Initial

surveys

of

crocodile

populations

in

Sumatera,

kalimantan and the Maluku Islands will be conducted during
1990—1991.

3)

Identification of saltwater crocodile nesting ecology in iriasi
Jaya, for which until present there is a paucity of data and
general knowledge.
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4)

Selective promotion of C, porosus for captive breeding.

5)

A

Conservation

Awareness

Campaign

as

a

major

aspect

of

extension servit~s will be carried out at the village level
to clarify and enforce controlled hunting restrictions anc
conservation needs.

6)

Restocking potential will be closely examined with a view
towards

identifying

mecure

release areas

for

juvenile

C. porosu&.
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